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Headlines of the New York Times “Politician Falls to Greed” or even a little 

closer to home ABC7 reports “Candidate in Bed with Business Partners, City Sues.” 

These are made up headlines but certainly and easily could be plastered all over the 

media as early as tomorrow. It seems every time we turn our head there’s another report 

about politicians fallen to greed and power. Characteristics that have continued to be the 

downfall of mankind since the day Adam and Eve ate the apple. (Genesis 3:16 American 

Standard Version) It’s easy for society to blame our politicians for the pitfalls we call 

government issues when all we see is the negative news our media covers. Very rarely do 

we have the opportunity to hear the good, politicians are doing for our communities, 

states and nation. Interestingly enough, while politicians are portrayed as one of the most 

corrupt industries in the world, that’s actually not the case. According to the Daily Beast, 

they conducted a study alongside Transparency International, a global anti-corruption 

research firm; they did a study on the most corrupt industries in the world. In the study, 

they listed 17 most corrupted industries, and politics didn’t even make the list. Industries 

mentioned included telecommunications, healthcare, software development, and 

construction. Toping the list of being the most corrupt industry were utility providers 

(Daily Beast). So if research shows the majority of politicians are relatively good than 

why do they takeover the headlines and media for days when a politician is caught being 

corrupt? I believe because these individuals are supposed to be a representation of us and 

are selected by us to lead our communities, we hold them to a higher standard than 

individuals that might work in construction or healthcare. In addition, we pay these 

individuals their salary and expense accounts through our tax dollars so we feel 

personally violated when we hear a politician took our money and used it negatively. 



Understanding that all industries are not under the spotlight of politicians and every 

industry has individuals doing things ethically wrong will help us understand the true 

balancing act of ethics in politics.  

 I believe one of the greatest mysteries of this universe is why an individual makes 

the decision to go into politics. Why would anyone subject themselves to the constant 

scrutiny of the media and depending on the level of politics they are entering into; (local, 

state, national) they could be headed into managing a negative budget in the trillions of 

dollars. It’s like getting on the boat knowing it’s already sinking and the other passengers 

throw you a spoon and say “scoop out the water so we can stay afloat.” According to 

Michael Kinsley of Bloomberg, he explored this very question, “It can’t be for the 

money. Very few politicians are actually stupid, and even those few who are, usually 

have a certain animal cunning that would earn them more in the private sector.” (Kinsley) 

He goes on to discuss there may be other reasons why an individual would jump on the 

ship. Is it out of power alone? You have some ideal of what America should be and that’s 

the reason why you’re becoming a politician. Or do you have a real desire to see change 

in our community/country and really want to help people in your district. I believe the 

majority of politicians decide to become a politician because they have a real desire to 

help others. Many have fallen in love with their communities and want to give back to the 

same community that’s given them such a high quality of life through the years. The 

majority of individuals first considering running for office has their ethics in check and is 

ready to help their community. It’s not until they get into the game when they realize it 

takes real money and real supporters to win. Therefore, they start to discover things they 

“may” need to say yes to just to get elected. This might include the support of an interest 



group or aligning with a business to get their support. This starts to compromise the idea 

of running on your own platform, originally not compromised by anything. Many 

politicians realized either before this process, during or shortly after the importance of 

major party support that leads to additional compromises on one’s own ethics such as 

selecting running as a republican or democrat. This leads to a politician making choices 

based on party affiliation and not one’s own ethics. According to Aric W. Dutelle in 

Ethics for the Public Service Professional, “The purpose of personal ethics is to make 

individuals morally better tolerable. Political ethics, on the other hand, while also serving 

to guide the actions of individuals, it does so only with respect to their institutional roles 

and only to the degree necessary for the greater good of the institution or society 

(Dutelle).” Most politicians began their career with their own goals, ideals, and ethics 

they wanted to abide by. However, they learned the importance of party support and 

selected a party that best fits their ethical considerations. Over the years I’ve spoken to 

candidates or public officials about the selection of their party and many said they don’t 

agree with everything under the scope of their party platforms. However, the majority of 

issues aligned with their own personal ethics. For the remaining items, they support those 

issues for the greater good of the cause. As previously discussed, this is an example of 

political ethics; making a decision based on what’s better for the greater good of society. 

I personally wish there were no parties. In fact, our founding fathers didn’t create this 

country with the idea of the entire country being split based on party affiliation. 

According to Todd Phillips in the Huffington Post, “In George Washington’s Farewell 

Address, Washington warned that political parties would be "potent engines, by which 

cunning, ambitious, and unprincipled men will be enabled to subvert the power of the 



people, and to usurp for themselves the reins of government (Phillips).” The selection of 

a party is the ultimate balancing act when it comes to politicians and their ethics in 

politics.  

 The balancing act of ethical decision-making among politicians is a constant 

challenge. Not because it’s a challenge to make ethical decisions but because the ideals of 

Americans drastically change from individual to individual. For example, over the last 

five years we have seen the constant war on social issues like abortion and gay rights. 

Typically, democrats are more liberal in their positions on these topics saying 

government should not have the ability to control what women do with their bodies and 

who they can marry while republicans are adamant that abortion is the same as murder 

and the people should have the right to vote into law who should get married. While each 

side certainly has their radicals on these positions, these issues are simply minor over-

arching issues on platforms that mean so much more. However, many politicians’ ethics 

are immediately decided based on their party affiliation. If we want to really understand 

the balancing act of a politicians’ ethical decision-making then we need to understand the 

individual positions. Look at what bills they have personally supported. You might be 

surprised to know there are individuals of the republican party that have constantly 

supported bills on equality of marriage. Most likely this is because they are fiscal 

conservative but lean liberal on social issues. Additionally, there are democrats that have 

constantly voted against laws that give women the freedom of abortions. This is because 

they have an ethical or moral obligation to themselves to vote against abortions because 

they think it’s the killing of a human being. Many people ask if an individual doesn’t 

support these core ethical issues of their party than why run under that part affiliation and 



not as an independent? Remember, as we discussed earlier, it’s much easier to run under 

one of the two major platforms to garner support than it is as an independent. Secondly, 

the couple of social issues listed above are typically not considered “core” issues within a 

party platform. However, the media might purposely mark them as core issues because 

it’s a topic that viewers can easily connect with. If there was one piece of advise I could 

share with you when considering a politicians’ ethics, don’t believe everything you see 

and hear in the media.  

 I cannot predict the future but I know America’s perception of politicians will 

continued to be diluted by gossip and the media. There are many industries struggling 

with individuals that make ethical-decisions or unethical-decisions based on greed and 

power and that alone dilutes the individuals trying to make a real difference in their 

communities. Politicians are no different. There are individuals that want to be elected 

into office because they have a burning desire to be powerful, to control others, and their 

abilities to have the quality of life they desire. However, there are many great politicians 

in this country and in our communities that work hard, are elected to make decisions 

based on the greater good of society, and truly have a desire to help others. When we 

discover that 10% of politicians are giving a bad reputation to the 90% really trying to 

make a difference than we can discover there are far less corrupt politicians than what the 

media perceives. The balancing act of ethics in politics; perhaps the name should be the 

balancing act of managing media and the perception of ethics in politics. If you are 

considering office for a period of time or as a possible career move, right down your 

platform, your ethics and the things you are okay compromising on. If you know these 



things now than it won’t be a shock when you actually do compromise on those issues. 

This is the balancing act of ethics in politics.  
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